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ABSTRACT: It is evident that a collaboration framework to support the participants to realise the workflow of business
process transaction regarding the message exchange is important. In the current study, the collaboration framework is
implemented into functional management layers: business process, ontology and technical layer. In ontology management
layer, a collaboration ontology is created and used for realising the collaboration messages. The sequence diagram and
state diagram are designed according the requirement of business process management to model the collaboration flow.
In technical management layer, the framework is implemented on the JMS messaging platform. A scenario of logistics
collaboration is demonstrated and it shows that effective collaboration can be achieved. In addition, a discussion of job
tracking is presented to suggest how the system benefits from the ontology-based collaboration description.
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1. Introduction

Organisations use collaboration as a method to exchange information inside and across their boundaries. A collaboration
framework is designed to help the participants in a (business) community to achieve clearly defined outcomes. The
collaboration framework enables integration and automation of business processes. Good collaboration can reduce transaction
costs. Therefore, organisations that collaborate efficiently have greater revenues than their competitors. Organisations can
create various business models that will be offered to customers. The business model combines a set of services while the
collaboration framework provides a collaboration process to support such a model.

A simplified mechanism for collaboration can be implemented through a messaging system. The messaging system supports
collaboration within and across organisations. Basic messaging models are point-to-point and publish-subscribe messaging
models. The message exchanging is implemented by an asynchronous communication protocol. The messaging system
provides a means for collaboration by allowing the actors (collaboration applications) to post events and react to the events
posted by other actors. The messages posted are sent to message queues in the messaging system. The message queues are
implemented by database and/or file. The recorded messages in the message queues represent states of the collaboration
and that information can be used for job tracking.

The collaboration framework is a framework that supports business process management. The business process has its
business workflow (e.g. described by BPEL) which may require collaboration across manual or automated tasks during
business process transactions. Such business process is typically of long duration and some of the exchanging messages
are routed to the collaboration framework that works with the intention to achieve effective communication across various
business applications and delivery channels. The collaboration framework gives information to detect the progress of
business process execution and guarantees delivery of the messages which lead to a collaborative business process.
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This paper proposes a collaboration framework from technical perspective that is realisable by three functional logic of
management layers: business process layer, ontology layer and technical layer, as follows:

•  Business process layer focuses on the function to realise the business operations through collaboration message concerning
collaboration in the transacted business process. Modeling the collaboration message is realised by the UML sequence
diagram and the UML state diagram.

•  Ontology layer focuses on the formal semantics of the collaboration message. A collaboration ontology is proposed as a
shared knowledge of the collaboration message exchanging in the collaboration. Also, the ontologybased collaboration
description is created and represented by OWL [1]. The collaboration ontology is realised in both the business process and
technical layers.

•  Technical layer focuses on the architecture of the collaboration framework that is developed on JMS messaging platform
[2]. In this layer, the collaboration tracking component is introduced. It uses the ontology-based collaboration description
for event tracking relating to the collaboration.

A collaborative logistics is demonstrated to present how the collaboration is realised according to the mentioned management
layers. The rest of this paper is laid out as follows. Section 2 introduces the need of collaboration with an example of logistics
delivery process. Section 3 presents a collaboration framework with the functional management in the business process
layer, ontology layer and technical layer. Section 4 discusses the use of ontology-based collaboration description for job
tracking purposes. The requirements of message tracking and some examples of tracking are given. Section 5 discusses some
related works and section 6 presents a conclusion and discusses future work.

2. A Scenario of Logistics Delivery Process

This section presents an example of collaboration required in the logistics. Collaborative logistics is an important process to
reduce the cost of cooperation management within and between organisations. It enables the delivery process to be conducted
with high performance that meets the requirements of the customers. Thus, the efficient collaboration is required in the
logistics organisations.

Figure. 1 depicts a simple scenario of a logistics business process for goods delivery analysed by [3]. A logistics company
provides a value chain business with four main sections: customer service, operation, warehouse and distribution sections.
These sections use telephone and email communication for collaboration. Each section may have its own particular logistics
application used to support its operation and each such application may link to one or more applications belonging to the
other sections. Note that the automated collaboration framework executed by software application is not yet addressed in
this scenario. Collaboration in the logistics delivery process is initiated by a customer who sends an email to customer
services requesting goods delivery. The customer service section coordinates with the operation section to prepare goods
delivery through supporting applications. Later, the operation section sends e-mails to the warehouse and distribution
section for preparing the cargo release of goods with D/O (Delivery Order) lists requested by the customer. The warehouse
prepares goods packages following the D/O lists for shipment. The distributions section issues a D/O ticket that is used for
picking goods from the warehouse and later transports the goods to the customer. To enable collaborative logistics, software
integration is required. A messaging system is one of the technologies that can be considered for enterprise application
integration [4], and this can be implemented for collaboration.

3. The Collaboration Framework

Figure. 2 depicts an overview of the proposed collaboration framework and is logically classified into business process,
ontology and technical layers.

In the business process layer, the collaboration manager creates the collaboration specifications: a UML sequence diagram
and a state diagram which represent the collaboration. These diagrams are analysed according to the business process
specification created by the business process manager. The sequence diagram presents the interactions among the actors in
the collaboration. The state diagram presents the states of the collaboration messages of a particular business function. The
BPM model is a standard for capturing business processes at the level of domain analysis [5]. In this research, the BMP
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model is addressed as a foundation of the collaboration specifications. Here, the collaboration specifications represent
business operations from a technical perspective rather from the high-level business process prospective.

Figure 1. An interaction among the participants in the delivery process of a logistics company

In the ontology layer, the collaboration manager interacts with the collaboration information manager, a component for
generating ontology-based collaboration description that is compatible with collaboration specifications. The collaboration
information manager is presented as a tool that is capable of transforming UML state diagram schema (e.g. XMI [6]) to
ontology-based schema i.e. OWL schema. This will be developed by providing the mapping parser. The ontology-based
collaboration description is created by using the definitions of collaboration messages defined in the collaboration ontology
(created by the collaboration manager).

The messaging system supports asynchronous communication protocol with reliable delivery. In this research, collaboration
is realised by the ontology-based messaging system in the technical layer. It is a messaging system developed on a JMS
platform [2] and is enhanced by using ontology-based collaboration description for job tracking purposes. The participants
(customer service, operation, warehouse and distribution sections) can query particular events of interest using such
ontologybased collaboration description.

Figure 2. The collaboration framework
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3.1 Business Process Layer
This layer focuses on how to describe the collaboration and collaboration message between the actors participating in the
collaboration. The interaction between the actors is thus considered according to the sequence of sending/receiving messages
in the collaboration.

Figure. 3 depicts a UML sequence diagram that represents the collaboration in a logistics delivery process according to the
collaboration mentioned in Section 2. The actors are collaboration applications: customer service, operation, warehouse,
distribution and system applications. The system application is introduced to the model for message synchronisation and
administration purposes. Figure. 4 depicts a UML state diagram of the collaboration. The collaboration message is represented
by some states according to analysed sequence diagram (Fig. 3). A state has its transition. A state changes to another state
when there is a call for sending a message. A transition has a sender and a receiver actor (indicated by parenthesis); the state
is owned by the sender, so for example NewTask is the state of the operation actor. A particular collaboration message is
hence defined according to a series of states occurring in the various actors and that indicates about a whole activity chain
of a particular process. Note that each actor also has its own states to complete its individual task. For example the operation
actor is in the waiting state before it changes into the NewTask state.

Figure 3. Sequence diagram of the collaboration

3.2 Ontology Layer
Ontology is a shared model to represent the conceptualisation of things in a particular domain [7]. Ontology is also used as
an agreement to achieve a common understanding of information use between the participants in a community. Regarding the
business process, ontology is created to represent a high level description of the information used in the system; such a
description is easily understandable by humans and is available for the machine to query.

The collaboration ontology is created for describing the collaboration messages (represented by states) and relevant properties
according to the collaboration. The collaboration is represented in terms of state machine model with reference to the state
diagram analysed in the business process layer. The state associates to the messaging information that is described by some
attributes such as message id, send date, receive date, job number and additional detail. The collaboration comprises states
and collaboration activities with upper concepts depicted in Figure 5. The collaboration activity concept represents the
transition associating to the state. The collaboration activity can be an operation activity relating to the messaging function
and also a manual activity such as phone calling or emailing to the users.
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In this layer, the ontology-based collaboration description described by OWL is created. Such a description is used for a
particular collaboration; the example shown in Figure 6 is the collaboration information for the collaboration of the logistics
delivery process according the state diagram analysed in the previous section.

Figure 5. A Collaboration Ontology

Figure 4. State diagram of the collaboration

3.3 Technical Layer
In this research, the ontology-based messaging system is developed on a JMS messaging platform. Figure. 7 depicts the
components of an ontology-based messaging system. Client applications are developed according to the actors involved in
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<rdf:RDF
xmlns= “http://www.example.com/collaborationonto.owl#”
xml:base=“http://www.example.com/collaborationonto.owl”
xmlns:rdfs=“http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#”
xmlns:rdf=“http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#”
xmlns:owl=“http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#”>
<CollaborationMessages rdf:ID=“LogisticsDeliveryProcess”>
   <representedBy

rdf:resource=“#LogisticsDeliveryProcessStateMachine”/>
</CollaborationMessages>
<StateMachine

rdf:ID=“LogisticsDeliveryProcessStateMachine”>
<hasState rdf:resource=“#CargoReleaseToWHIssued”/>
<hasState rdf:resource=“#DistributionPrepared”/>
<hasState rdf:resource=“#GoodsOnTruck”/>
<hasState rdf:resource=“#CargoReleaseToDTIssued”/>
<hasState rdf:resource=“#PickUpPrepared”/>
<hasState rdf:resource=“#PickUpInProgress”/>
<hasState rdf:resource=“#WarehousePrepared”/>
<hasState rdf:resource=“#InitState”/>
<hasState rdf:resource=“#GetOrder”/>
<hasState rdf:resource=“#NewTask”/>
<hasState rdf:resource=“#ClearAccount”/>
<hasState rdf:resource=“#CompleteDelivery”/>

   </StateMachine>
 <State rdf:ID=“NewTask”>
  <transition rdf:resource=“#SendCargoReleaseWHDetail”/>
  <transition rdf:resource=“#SendCargoReleaseDTDetail”/>
  <predecessor rdf:resource=“#GetOrder”/>
 </State>
 <OperationActivity rdf:ID=“SendCargoReleaseWHDetail”>

  <sender rdf:resource=“#Operation”/>
  <receiver rdf:resource=“#Warehouse”/>

 </OperationActivity>
 <OperationActivity rdf:ID=“SendCargoReleaseDTDetail”>

 <sender rdf:resource=“#Operation”/>
 <receiver rdf:resource=“#Distribution”/>

 </OperationActivity>
</rdf>

Figure 6. Part of an ontology-based collaboration description for collaborative logistics

The message queues are managed for particular actors and each is represented by a table in the database. The messages sent
and received in the framework are represented by states. Their associated messaging information are stored in the table of the
message queue database. The JMS object (java class) is created for each message queue. A collaboration tracking component
provides job tracking function to the framework. Collaboration manager creates message tracking requirements (discussed in
Section 4) which are some events of interest. The message tracking requirements are used as inputs of the collaboration
tracking component for monitoring tasks or assigning automatic tasks in the collaboration. Fig. 8 depicts an example of
customer service client to issue a new task and to track the delivery process according the message exchange.

4. The Use of Ontology-Based Collaboration Description

In the technical layer, the collaboration tracking component is introduced. It requires the message tracking requirement as

 the collaboration.
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Figure 7. The technical layer

From the examples mentioned above, it is clear that tracking purposes can be considered as belonging to the need to
manipulate task and the need to question the knowledge of the transacted process during execution time and in general
events.

The implementation of the message tracking is considered from two different angles: how to represent the message tracking
requirement? and how to use such requirement in execution framework? The latter point of view requires the output from
the former to be the input of the execution system. Regarding the former point of view, there are a number of representation
languages that can be used to represent the message tracking requirement. Some rule-based languages can be used for
representation. For example, XML rule-based language (e.g. RuleML [8]), semanticrule-based language (e.g. SWRL [9], WRL
[10]) and RDF language (e.g. TRIPLE [11]). With such representation, humans can understand the description and the
described description enables the machine to query. For example, the rule that satisfies requirement (ii) can be defined as the
expression
                             State(GoodsOnTruck) 

    CollaborationActivity(CallUserToConfirmDeliveryDate).

This rule states that if the antecedent is true then the consequent must be true.Regarding the execution framework, the

input information. The message tracking requirement represents the events of interest specified by the collaboration manager.
Such events may relate to a particular actor or the entire collaboration process and may relate to some external actors not
directly involved in the computing framework (e.g. customers). The purposes of tracking vary from simple to complex
questions for example:
                    (i) If the goods are not delivered to the customer within 2 days after the goods are picked up from the are house,
                      then the system must notify the distribution manager.

(ii) If the goods are ready to deliver then customer service should call to the customer to confirm the delivery date.
(iii) If the goods have been delivered to the customer already, then the system reports the lists of tasks to history

.                      log file
(iv) Is the goods delivery finished?
(v) Where is the current state of the task in the workflow?
(vi) How is the sequence of states of the collaboration of particular job?
(vii) What activity must be performed when the goods are ready for delivery?
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execution can be manipulated in application logic and by querying technique and rule-reasoning. For an execution that
requires rule reasoning, the rule engine is needed as well as the transformation from the rule representation to another rule
format that the rule engine can execute (e.g. SWRL to Jess). An identifying a suitable implementation depends on some
technique and the experiences of the developer. For example, the requirement (iv) can be implemented by querying technique
that is checking whether the collaboration message is in the state CompleteDelivery which means that the goods are
delivered to customer already. Below is an example of the OWL/RDF instance description that created from messaging
information recorded in the message queue database.

<MessagingInfo rdf:ID="MsgJob01">
   <messageID rdf:datatype="&xsd;int">1    </messageID>
   <detail rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">
      Good delivery is confirmed.        </detail>
   <jobNumber rdf:datatype="&xsd;int">111  </jobNumber>
   <receiveDate rdf:datatype="&xsd;dateTime">

   2010-09-05T19:37:27               </receiveDate>
   <associate rdf:resource="#CompleteDelivery"/>
</MessagingInfo>

The SPARQL [12] query that satisfies the requirement (iv) is specified as follows:

SELECT ?job ?date
WHERE {
        ?messageInfo #associate>    <#CompleteDelivery>
        ?messageInfo <#jobNumber>   ?job
        ?messageInfo <#receiveDate> ?date
      }

 With separating the management of the ontology layer from the technical layer, job tracking is more flexible. For example,
enrichment description relating to tracking requirement can be implemented into the collaborationinformation stored in the

Figure 8. Example of client application
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message queue database may contain simple information only. Also, various queries can be defined.

5. Related Works

There are some related works as follows. [13] presented a collaboration ontology used to promote integration among
collaborative software tools such as e-mail, chat and forum. [14] discussed an ontology that is developed to represent
different aspects of workflows for collaborative ontology development. [15] proposed a conceptual model for business
process collaboration using the process ontology. The process ontology represents formal semantics of the process elements
(e.g., entities, objects, activities) and gives formal understanding of the process model. According to message tracking, [16]
proposed the message tracking for publish-subscribe messaging middleware based on the JMS API and [17] proposed the
message attributes and the message tracking in web services framework. The message is defined according to the SOAP
messaging protocol. [18] presented a JMS agent gateway that is responsible for message exchange from JMS providers to
logistics multi-agent brokers. They used ontology as an information model to define a task for message exchange. [19]
proposed a collaborative network that uses ontology-based information to automate the specification of BPMN collaborative
processes.

 This research adopts ontology as a shared model for use in the collaboration but uses it for a different purpose from [13] and
[14]. However, some defined concepts are similar in which tracking process relates to state and transition and activity as basis
information. This work is close to [15] and [19] in which ontology is used to represent formal semantics of the collaboration.
However, the proposed collaboration ontology is created from technical perspective rather from business process perspective
discussed in [15] and [19]. This research focused on the job tracking; in contrast, work [14] tracks ontology development and
work [16] and [17] track the message and its routing.In this research, JMS messaging platform is a centralised system for
providing the knowledge of the collaboration but work [17] tracks the message in decentralised manner.

6. Conclusion

This research presented a means of developing a collaboration support system using an ontology approach. A collaborative
logistics is studied and developed in a previous work [3]. In this research, the messaging system is enhanced by incorporating
ontology and ontology-based description for realising the information in the collaboration. The proposed collaboration
ontology contains some simple concepts which represent simple states and transitions, and are used for querying purposes.
The collaboration is easily realisable regarding the proposed logical functions: business process, ontology and technical
layer. In this work, message exchange of logistics collaboration is implemented based on point-to-point messaging model
using asynchronous communication protocol and this can be extended to support publishsubscribe messaging model. With
the mapping between semantic information and functional logic designed by sequence and state diagram, the participants
thus are able to realise the workflow during business transaction.
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